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vPars: The breakthrough solution for maximizing HP 9000 utilization, flexibility, and manageability.

	The authoritative guide to breakthrough Virtual Partitions (vPars) technology for HP-UX
	Transform virtually any HP 9000 into multiple "virtual" computers
	Includes practical examples and step-by-step procedures
	Covers vPars commands and configuration in detail with many examples


Using Virtual Partitions (vPars), you can transform virtually any HP 9000 system into multiple "virtual computers," each running its own instance of HP-UX and associated applications-dramatically improving efficiency, flexibility, availability, and manageability in any enterprise environment. Now, one of the world's leading HP-UX experts and best-selling author Marty Poniatowski presents a comprehensive guide to vPars that covers everything you need to succeed with this breakthrough technology. Using practical examples, this book covers every essential vPars command and administration technique: 

	Analyze your system to determine components to be used in vPars
	Load HP-UX and vPars software
	Create vPars with vparcreate
	Boot vPars with vparboot and vparload
	Modify vpars with vparmodify
	View vPars details with vparstatus
	Remove vPars with vparremove
	Customize vPars environments with Ignite-UX, backup, users, boot options, and more
	Tear-out card summarizing all vPars commands


Whether you want to consolidate servers, improve utilization, respond to rapid load changes, protect against software failures, or run production and test systems on the same server, vPars makes it possible - and Marty Poniatowski's step-by-step instructions make it easy.  

About the Author

MARTY PONIATOWSKI has been working with UNIX since 1981. For the past fifteen years, he has been a System Engineer with Hewlett-Packard in the New York area, working with customers in many industries. He has written twelve Prentice Hall books on UNIX-related topics all published by Prentice Hall PTR, including HP-UX 11i System Administration Handbook and Toolkit.
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Survey of Industrial Chemistry (Topics in Applied Chemistry)Springer, 2002

	Survey of Industrial Chemistry arose from a need for a basic text dealing with industrial chemistry for use in a one semester, three-credit senior level course taught at the University of Wisconsin-Eau Claire. This edition covers all important areas of the chemical industry, yet it is reasonable that it can be covered in 40 hours of lecture....
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The 10th International Conference on Computer Engineering and Networks (Advances in Intelligent Systems and Computing, 1274)Springer, 2020

	This book contains a collection of the papers accepted by the CENet2020 – the 10th International Conference on Computer Engineering and Networks held on October 16-18, 2020 in Xi’an, China. The topics focus but are not limited to Internet of Things and Smart Systems, Artificial Intelligence and Applications, Communication System...
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Home Security Handbook, The: How to Keep Your Home and Family Safe from CrimeHow to Content, 2007

	We all know that society is less than perfect and that crime could easily touch us all. If yon talk to friends and neighbours you will usually find that most of them have cither been the victim of crime or know somebody who has. People tear crime, they feel helpless because they think that there is nothing they can do to protect themselves,...
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The Wiley-Blackwell Handbook of the Psychology of Leadership, Change and Organizational DevelopmentJohn Wiley & Sons, 2013

	A state-of-the-art reference, drawing on key contemporary research to provide an in-depth, international, and competencies-based approach to the psychology of leadership, change and OD

	
		Puts cutting-edge evidence at the fingertips of organizational psychology practitioners who need it most, but who do not always have the...
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Cult of Analytics: Driving online marketing strategies using web analytics (Emarketing Essentials)Butterworth-Heinemann, 2009
Back in the 1990s one of the common questions asked of online professionals was, ‘ what were you doing before the Internet? ’ The answers were many and varied and helped understand the drift of the ensuing conversation. Today, the most common answer is, ‘ I was in school ’ , delivered with a quizzical look as if wondering...
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Logic and the Modalities in the Twentieth Century, Volume 7 (Handbook of the History of Logic)North Holland, 2006

	Logic and the Modalities in the Twentieth Century is an indispensable research tool for anyone interested in the development of logic, including researchers, graduate and senior undergraduate students in logic, history of logic, mathematics, history of mathematics, computer science and artificial intelligence, linguistics, cognitive science,...
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